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living room. 

When Andrius saw his younger sister drunk and reeked of alcohol, he immediately 
frowned and coldly reprimanded her. 

“Andrea, what are you doing? I have entrusted you to take care of all the medicinal 
material supply companies of the Lancers like you wanted. 

Somehow, I heard that you haven’t even stepped into these companies until now? 
You’ve been drunk and daydreaming every day; I’ve really misjudged you!” 

There was a solid ironclad indignation in his tone. 

Andrea raised her eyebrows, but her intoxicated face had a sly smile. “Did I not manage 
it? Isn’t this the way to manage it? Who do you think I was drinking with? You can shut 
up if you don’t know, okay?” 

She did not intend to behave like her brother, always putting on a righteous face and 
only talking about principles. 

“Do you think that the people in these medical companies are easy to talk to? You have 
no idea how high the price that b*stard Xander paid them. That idiot had to do ridiculous 
things like exaggerating the medicine’s efficacy and raising the price of the medicine. I 
drink just to save costs, so these companies would be happy to make money for me.” 

Andrea was initially happy about the arrangement and planned to take over these 
medicinal material companies. She thought it would be a done deal, an efficient cash 
cow. The truth is it was all a big mess. 

She went for an inspection. The person in charge of every company refused to listen to 
her at all. Some even planned to start a new one. 

In the end, she consulted Alistair. The man gave her solid advice and dealt with this 
group of people ruthlessly, or else, she would not be able to find a breakthrough at all. 

Fortunately, her successive drinking session was about to reap rewards. She had 
almost completed the integration of these companies. 

“Do you have to be accompanying these people in such indecent settings? Don’t forget 
your identity. You represent the Quirke family!” 



After some consideration, Andrius still felt that this method was not ideal. 

“Yeah yeah, I represent the Quirke family! I really have nothing to say to you. Whatever, 
let’s not interfere with each other!” Andrea glared and staggered back to the room. 

After simply shutting the door, she picked up her phone and called the man. 

“I’m home, I have a bad headache. I kind of miss you!” Andrea simply told the truth by 
taking advantage of her drunkenness. 

On the other side of the phone, Alistair chuckled softly. “I miss you too, you’ve done a 
really good job recently. You solved the matter without spending much money. You’re 
indeed the woman I’ve set my eyes on.” 

Andrea’s face was filled with joy from the man’s praise. She had completely forgotten 
her drunken discomfort. 

“Rest early. Our plan will be realized soon!” Alistair said again. 

Andrea fully believed that this man was much stronger than her elder brother. He was 
comparable to Byron Lawrence. 

Her heart felt drenched in honey as she fantasized about the possibility of being with 
Alistair in the future. 

“You should rest early too. If you are free tomorrow, I want to see you. Can I?” “Sure, 
see you tomorrow. Good night!” 

Alistair hung up the phone decisively. 

Andrea liked his personality and how straightforward he was. With a smile on her lips, 
she quickly lay down and fell asleep. 

In Hillcrest Villa, Alistair put away his phone and looked at the man with blond hair and 
emerald eyes. 

“Mr. Paulo, I have offered all that I can give. This is better than what Byron could offer. 
To be honest, your reaction these days has already aroused Byron’s suspicion. 
Therefore, now is the best time for us to start our partnership. You have to consider this 
carefully!” 

Mr. Paulo is an important customer of Lawrence Corporation in the European market. 

He was also the person who has caused Byron a lot of trouble recently. 



Paulo smiled and spoke in half-baked English, “Yes, Mr. Murray. Your offer is indeed 
good. I have no problem, but…it depends on your arrangement tonight!” 

Alistair realized instantly that this man was notoriously sleazy. 

“OK, it’s done. It’s on the way to the hotel. Mr. Paulo, have a pleasant evening tonight!” 

Alistair got up and ordered the driver to take Mr. Paulo back to the hotel. 
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Family Mansion at half past nine in the evening. Benedict finished his tea and was 
about to go back to his study to read. 

Suddenly, a car arrived in the yard. Melody got up and took a look, it was the person 
she was waiting for. 

Benedict glanced from upstairs. The person who came was Earnest Higgins, the head 
of the DNA testing agency. 

Earnest immediately greeted her respectfully as soon as he entered. “Good evening, 
Madam.” “Have a seat, Mr. Higgins.” Melody was so gracious, and she even took the 
initiative to pour tea for him. 

This made Earnest nervous. He quickly expressed himself. “Madam, if you need my 
help with anything, please feel free to ask. I will do what I can.” 

As the person in charge of the testing agency, Earnest knew very well that the 
Lawrence Corporation had no problems acquiring them. 

A small testing agency was nothing compared to the Lawrence Corporation. 

He had only met Byron once, that is, the day he signed the purchase contract. 

However, Earnest was slightly overwhelmed when he suddenly received an order that 
President Lawrence’s mother wanted to meet him in person. 

He wanted to bring a gift at first, but he considered Mrs. Lawrence would not be pleased 
with a last-minute unplanned gift. He decided it was better to be empty-handed to not 
make a fool of himself. 



“Don’t be nervous, it’s nothing serious.” Melody smiled and comforted Earnest seeing 
that he was very reserved. 

Earnest nodded, took a breath, and blurted. “Madam, I’m at your service!” “Did you 
receive the test samples sent over that evening?” Melody asked. 

“Yes, I did,” Earnest replied. 

Melody’s eyes squinted as she turned more serious. “Those were Byron and the two 
boys’ hair samples, for a paternity test. Do you know what I mean?” 

Earnest’s mind was spinning quickly, and he understood it all at once. 

“Understood, I understood! I will report to you as soon as the test results are out, 
Madam,” Earnest said firmly. 

With that, he took a sip of tea, and immediately engaged in flattery, praising the 
fragrance of the tea. 

After the second cup of tea, Earnest left with a smile on his face. 

Melody was completely relieved. 

It did not matter what the result was when the time comes. She would have enough time 
to react. 

‘It would be best if they were not related at all. 

‘When the time comes, my son would be grateful to me if Rosalie is exposed. And 
Rosalie’s end would be wonderful. 

‘However, if the boys are confirmed to be Byron’s sons, I wouldn’t panic. 

With Earnest around, the outcome may not be as such.’ 

In the study, Benedict was annoyed as he watched his wife scheming with tricks like 
this. 

He thought for a while, picked up his phone, and sent a text message. 

Byron’s body temperature returned to normal and stopped showing abnormalities. 
Rosalie personally cooked chicken soup, while he had a good appetite. 

“I can’t sleep now that I’ve been resting for a day. I’m a little worried. Would I be 
contagious to you?” Byron looked at the little woman and asked. 



“Probably not. This viral flu is indeed contagious, but my immunity has been 
strengthened a lot after being poisoned a while ago. I highly likely 

wouldn’t be infected.” 

The man pulled Rosalie into his arm tightly as soon as she finished speaking. 

“What about a more intimate way? Like…” 

Before Byron finished speaking, Rosalie blushed and broke free. 

“Your immunity is weakened now, so stop messing around. You’re so sneaky!” She did 
not expect this man to be unexpectedly greedy this time. 

Byron was extremely thick-skinned. He was not embarrassed at all, but instead had a 
smirk on his face. “I can’t help it; I have to be sneaky with you! 

Then, he embraced her again. 
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results would normally take about three days. 

However, Earnest made the employees work overtime, and it was finished early the 
next morning. 

“It is a genetic match. The probability of parentage is greater than 99.99 percent.” 

Earnest thought about it after getting the results. 

‘Does Madam want a positive or negative result? 

‘Probably negative, otherwise, there is no need to see me in private. I could have just 
issued the normal results accordingly.’ 

Earnest thought about it and quickly called Melody. 

At this moment, Melody had just woken up. She became nervous when she saw 
Earnest calling. 



“Good morning, madam. I’m Earnest Higgins. The test result is out.” “Tell me quick, 
what’s the result? Are those two kids my son’s flesh and blood?” Melody was a little 
impatient. 

Earnest paused for a while and read through the description printed on the paternity 
certificate once more. 

Finally, he concluded. “This result confirms the parent-child relationship! 

The two children are indeed President Lawrence’s children.” 

Melody was stunned for a long time. She refused to believe it. 

“No, how is this possible? Did you make a mistake in the test? Is there a chance of 
being negative?” Melody recovered and asked eagerly. 

“Madam, our instruments are very advanced. The level of our staff is also top-notch in 
the country. Therefore, there is almost no possibility of mistakes.” 

Earnest’s answer immediately shattered the last shred of hope in Melody’s heart. 

She hung up the phone in a hurry, ignoring that Earnest was still waiting for her further 
instructions. 

‘What went wrong? Are those two kids really descendants of our family?’ 

She was stunned. She recalled all the way she had humiliated and ridiculed those two 
boys. 

She shuddered all over. 

“What…What should I do?” 

She muttered to herself, feeling extremely complicated. 

Then, she thought of Rosalie. ‘That woman must’ve hated me so much! 

‘No, absolutely not. Even if they were my grandsons, it’s not the time to accept them 
now, Byron will never forgive me!’ 

After a long time, Melody called Earnest again. 

“Listen, you keep this result and issue another copy to me, understand? I will give you 
10 million dollars! This is between you and me, do not tell a single soul,” Melody 
immediately ordered Earnest. She believed that he would not defy her. 



The amount of money shook Earnest’s will. He nodded in response. “No problem. I’ll do 
as you say, Madam.” 

In the afternoon, in the lobby of the villa. Byron woke up to see Rosalie come out of the 
kitchen and brought out the meal she had just made. 

“I guessed that you would wake up at this time, so I took the time to cook you a meal. I 
don’t care whether you have an appetite or not, you must eat,” Rosalie said forcefully. 

Byron nodded with a smile, “Why would I lose my appetite for my wife’s home-cooked 
food? I’ll finish them all.” 

Rosalie set the food down and touched the man’s forehead to make sure there was 
nothing wrong. 

She carefully looked at his face again. “Open your mouth, let me see your tongue.” 

Byron obeyed her and opened his mouth to let her check the coating on his tongue. 

“You’ve recovered so quickly, are you feeling okay?” Rosalie’s eyes were full of 
concern. 

Byron nodded, confirming that he had almost recovered completely. Then, he began to 
eat. 

Halfway through the meal, his mother called. 

“Byron, the testing agency just notified me that they will come to the house this 
afternoon to issue the paternity report to me. You should come over and see the results 
for yourself too. By the way, come together with Rosalie. She’s there with you, right?” 

Melody pretended to sound normal for fear that Byron would hear something amiss. 
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went to his parents’ mansion with Rosalie. 

Six years ago, Rosalie was here. At that time, as the granddaughter-in-law of the 
Lawrence family, Rosalie came to pay respect to Grandpa. 



There were lush flowers and plants as they entered the yard. Benedict was casually 
watering the garden. 

He greeted the couple with a smile upon seeing Byron appear with Rosalie. 

“Hello, Uncle Benedict,” Rosalie called out affectionately. After all, the grandfather’s 
attitude towards his two grandsons always made her feel at ease. 

“Dad, I’m here to wait for the results of the paternity test.” Byron reached out, offering to 
help water the flowers, but Benedict waved him away. 

He smiled knowingly as he looked at his son. “Your mother has been waiting so hard for 
this result. It seems that it is in line with her wishes.” 

There was something in these words, even Rosalie could hear it. 

Of course, Byron understood his father’s reminder and acknowledged him.” I will take 
care of it.” 

Melody sat upright and called out to her son with a smile, but she did not even look at 
Rosalie when the couple entered the hall. 

“Have a seat, the person in charge of the testing agency will be here soon,” Melody 
said, sneaking a glance at Rosalie’s reaction. 

Rosalie seemed calm, apparently not expecting much from the result. 

Only mothers know whom they had their children with. 

She had this absolute self-confidence. 

However, Melody wanted to see the wonderful expression Rosalie would have when 
she learned that the two boys were not Byron’s sons! 

She started to brew Byron’s favorite black tea. She gave Byron a cup, but not Rosalie. 

“Miss Jacobs, you sit too far away. Just help yourself!” 

Rosalie nodded and responded. “Oh, it’s okay. I’m not used to drinking tea at this hour.” 

Byron shot his mother a look and handed the tea to Rosalie. 

This inevitably darkened Melody’s face. 

Her repressed anger silently simmered beneath. 



Fortunately, Earnest arrived soon. He held the test report in his hand and entered the 
door respectfully. 

“Hello, President Lawrence and Madam Lawrence. This is… Miracle Doctor Jacobs?” 

Earnest suddenly became excited. His ambition was to become a doctor to save lives 
and heal the wounded. In the end, things turned out differently and he joined the 
biological detection industry instead. 

He had heard and read many stories about Byron and Rosalie online. 

However, he was still starstruck to see Rosalie in the flesh now. 

Melody noticed that Earnest’s reaction seemed off and she immediately scoffed. “Has 
the result come out? Show Byron first!” 

Earnest quickly calmed down, used both hands, and handed the report to Byron. 

There are many pages in the report, and the front is full of various genetic data. Byron 
did not read it carefully and just turned to the last page. 

[Violation of genetic laws (excluding mutation factors)!] 

The paternity result was a clear negative. 

Byron was stunned for a moment. His eyes darkened instantly as he looked at Earnest. 
“Are you sure you didn’t take the wrong report? Or did you take the wrong samples?” 

Earnest was so frightened that his heart shook, he instantly felt the powerful pressure 
emanating from Byron, and his expression changed. 

He hurriedly lowered his head slightly, his eyes secretly glancing toward Melody. 

However, Byron caught his little reaction. 

At this time, Melody’s focus was on Rosalie. She could not wait to see how Rosalie 
would react. 

However, whatever she imagined; be it shock, disbelief, or anger; did not appear on 
Rosalie’s face. 

Rosalie did not seem surprised at all with the result. Her eyes did not fluctuate at all, 
perhaps even a little indifferent. She just looked at Byron calmly. 
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I followed up on the entire testing process. The samples were accurate. I sent the 
results right away once they came out!” 

Earnest was overwhelmed by Byron’s imposing aura. 

However, the greed for 10 million dollars made him bite the bullet and respond against 
his better judgment. 

“Are you sure there is no parent-child relationship?” Melody’s voice was tepid. 

Her eyes were still on Rosalie. 

Rosalie’s lack of response does not mean she would not. She had to make good use of 
it at the right moment. 

Earnest looked at Melody and nodded to confirm. 

“Byron, the result is out. You see, it isn’t me who’s unwilling to accept those two boys. If 
I could, I would love to be their grandma. Am I right?” 

From her son’s full-blown anger, Melody felt that this was an opportunity. 

She wanted to direct her son’s anger to Rosalie. 

Byron frowned and glanced at his mother. “Mom, do you think this is the real test 
result?” “How could this be false? If you don’t even believe the test results over 
someone who spews nonsense, then the descendants of our family would just be 
anywhere.” Melody raised her voice with heavy implications. 

At this moment, Byron completely lost all affection for his mother. 

“Rosalie, you are too good at deceiving, aren’t you? Which ruffian did you have these 
two children with? How dare you pretend to be descendants of our family. I knew 
Byron’s feelings for you, but aren’t you ashamed for deceiving Byron like this?” 

Melody continued to act. This was the “truth” she was looking forward to. She wanted to 
take this opportunity to completely crush Rosalie by making 

Byron hate Rosalie to the core. 

Rosalie’s face froze. She was utterly disappointed in this mother-in-law. 



She took a deep look at Byron. 

The man’s eyes were similar to what she expected, showing an indescribable 
disappointment. 

“Auntie Melody, you can’t wait to drive me away from the family, can you? Are you still 
adamant to do so even when Lucian and Nox are really your grandsons?” 

Rosalie’s reaction was not what Melody imagined. 

There was no panic, but a firm determination. 

“What are you talking about? What do you mean drive you away? You are deceiving our 
entire family. Also, now that the results are out, those two boys are indeed not my 
grandchildren. So your assumption is not valid.” 

Melody panicked. Her son and Rosalie’s reactions were completely unexpected. 

Since she was already in trouble, she could only hold on and continue to question 
Rosalie. “Rosalie, let me ask you, did you drug Byron? Is that why Byron listened to you 
in everything?” 

Rosalie was stunned for a moment. She never expected Melody’s imagination to be so 
rich. 

Suddenly, Byron stood up abruptly and shouted. “Enough!” 

Both Melody and Earnest were terrified, especially Earnest, whose feet began to 
tremble. 

“Earnest, if you dare to continue lying, I’ll send you to jail! You are already committing a 
job-related crime!” 

Byron turned his face to the side. His eyes were as sharp as a falcon, staring at every 
slight change of expression on Earnest’s face. 

At this moment, Earnest was completely paralyzed by fear and began to stutter. 
“President Lawrence, L..L..I was wrong! The real…test report…is…is not this one.” 

Melody’s entire expression froze immediately. Her eyes widened and her lips twitched 
slightly when Earnest admitted that the report had been swapped. 
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into a deathly silence. 

Byron’s gaze has not yet turned to his mother. 

He did not even want to see his mother’s reaction anymore. 

Obviously, chances had already been given. 

How could he not know how long the test results would take? How could he not detect 
Earnest Higgin’s actions? 

Even Rosalie understood him and never resisted, leaving the paternity test to his 
mother. 

Not to mention, his father’s text message. 

[Son, your mother is stubborn! However, I hope you can give her a chance to make up 
for her mistakes next time!] 

The text message was sent yesterday. His father did not even mention the paternity 
test, but he had already 

expected that his mother would never accept the real result easily. 

His father even interceded for his mother. 

Earnest was so frightened that he kept trembling. He reached into his pocket, took out 
another folded report, and handed it to Byron with his head down. 

“President Lawrence, I…I am blinded… It’s all my fault, I made a grave mistake. Please 
forgive me, President Lawrence. I don’t want to go to jail!” 

Earnest kept begging for mercy. He did not even dare to think about those ten million 
dollars. 

His heart was steeped in constant regret. He should have realized long ago, never to 
get involved in the personal matters of the rich. 

Now, he felt like dying, but he never exposed Melody. He feared that he would 
completely offend everyone if he uncovered everything. 



Byron took the latest report and threw it at his mother without even opening it. 

Then he looked at his mother. 

Melody was completely dumbfounded. She did not expect Earnest would crack so 
easily. 

One needed to have a certain gall to be a villain. 

At this moment, she knew that everything was irreparable. Her son publicly exposed her 
on the spot, which meant cutting ties with her. 

She was already at a loss, and she dared not look at her son directly. 

“Mom, I don’t understand why you wouldn’t accept Rosalie, nor Lucian and Nox. If that’s 
the case, then I’ll grant your wishes. From today on, you can travel to Europe with Dad. 
Enjoy the beautiful scenery! Best not to come back in three to five years!” 

Byron looked at Rosalie with deep regret in his eyes. 

Rosalie responded with a smile. She did not blame the man. 

This “judgment” struck Melody like lightning as her face turned pale. 

“Son, I…I really don’t know. What’s wrong with this Earnest? Why did you change the 
report? Why did you hide the real report? I didn’t refuse to accept Lucian and Nox. I 
would be so happy if they are my grandsons…” 

With a pleading tone, she was in a hurry to defend herself, but Byron’s face was cold. 
His eyes were full of impatience. 

As a last resort, Melody looked at Rosalie. 

Rosalie’s eyes were even more indifferent. She could not feel any sympathy for a 
grandma who refused to accept her grandsons, one who kept attacking her 
grandchildren. 

Such a travel arrangement along with three to five years in duration, was the equivalent 
of an exile in ancient times. 

In the next few years, their family’s happiness had nothing to do with Melody at all. 1 

Byron made such a decision because he had considered his father’s pleadings on his 
mother’s behalf. Otherwise, she would be sent away indefinitely. 

He had owned properties in Europe anyway. 



His mother could seek refuge there. 
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Rosalie did not say a word through it all. 

Byron looked at Earnest. “Pack your things and get out!” 

There was an undeniable coldness in those eyes. 

Earnest dared not say more. It was already a great favor to avoid being imprisoned, so 
he left as fast as he could. 

Melody stared blankly at the real report, then raised her eyes to Rosalie. 

“Rosalie-“ 

Even her address has changed. 

“It’s all my fault. I’m narrow-minded. I’ve wronged you and the two children. Rosalie, 
please talk to Byron. I promise to change from now on. I know I was wrong…” 

With Melody’s character, she would never bow down unless she has to. 

When she heard that she would be sent away to Europe for three to five years, she 
became really scared. 

However, Rosalie’s expression did not change at all. Her eyes were still indifferent. 

“Auntie Melody, I’m sorry. It’s not up to me to decide.” 

With that said, Rosalie could not stand to be there and walked out of the hall. 

Benedict was still watering the flowers in the yard, pouring water all over the ground, 
with worry lingering on his brows. 

“Byron, please forgive Mom. Mom is wrong, I was just concerned about the Lawrence 
family. I was just confused. I will treat those two children well. I really don’t want to go to 
Europe. I don’t know anyone there. How could you make your mother go to such an 
unfamiliar place…” 



Melody was still trying to redeem everything as she kept apologizing, but Byron walked 
away resolutely. 

Byron went away with Rosalie, leaving only a lonely figure in the hall. 

Not long after, there was a burst of tears. 

“I only did this for the family! Rosalie, why are you so disrespectful to me? You haven’t 
remarried my son yet. I’m your mother-in-law no matter what! Rosalie, what do you want 
from me?” 

Her cries sounded heart-wrenching, but it was full of resentment. 

Benedict heard her cries and could not help feeling sad. She was his wife of many years 
after all. 

He had reminded his wife so many times, but she was stubborn with her obsession. She 
deserved this. 

He went into the hall anyway. 

Melody cried herself into a blubbering mess. She was still babbling, complaining that 
Rosalie did not help her 

intercede with her son just now. As long as Rosalie spoke for her, her son would not 
make such a decision. 

Benedict looked at his unrepentant wife, who was still not unaware of her mistake. He 
gritted his teeth and scolded her angrily. 

“It’s your fault. From the time when Wendy Fuller was there, you were blinded. You kept 
supporting Wendy, which caused the children so much suffering. You didn’t pay 
attention to your son’s feelings at all. You were just controlling and making choices 
based on your whims. What’s wrong with Rosalie that you can’t tolerate her? Has she 
ever hurt you? Has she hurt Byron? I’m telling you, you should repent!” 

Lifting her tearful face, Melody’s eyes were full of disbelief. 

“Fine, even you are now starting to criticize and accuse me. I made a mistake, but 
today’s mistake isn’t a big deal.” She sobbed as she spoke. i 

Benedict could not help feeling extremely disappointed. 

“You truly don’t realize how serious this mistake is. You are hurting those two children 
and denying their existence! 



Rosalie didn’t say anything today, but do you even know how hurt she must be? You 
despised her from the start. You deserve it!” 

Benedict turned and left after he was done scolding. 
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and headed to the kindergarten to pick the kids up. The kids cheered because their 
Daddy finally recovered from his cold and fever. 

“Daddy, I have pocket money. I’ll treat you to dinner today, okay? You just fell sick and 
need something delicious.” Estie blinked her beautiful eyes as if she had made up her 
mind. 

“Where did you get your pocket money? Didn’t Grandpa put all your birthday allowance 
into your savings?” Byron asked curiously. 

Rosalie also found it interesting. She missed so many moments of her daughter’s 
growth, immediately picked her up, and asked, “Estie, have you saved a lot of birthday 
allowance?” 

Estie nodded proudly. “So much birthday allowance, so many zeros. Grandpa helped to 
keep them. My pocket money now is from helping other children make cards, and they 
gave me money.” 

“Oh, really?” Byron looked at Lucian and Nox for confirmation. 

The little ones nodded. 

Lucian replied, “The cards made by Estie are very beautiful. Many children buy their 
own materials and ask her to help make them. The fee is 20 dollars each, I helped set 
the price. We’ve made a lot, around a few hundred dollars.’’ i 

‘Making money at a young age!’ 

Byron and Rosalie looked at each other with a sweet smile in their eyes. 

“Daddy, Mommy, Estie is still making cards for you, but it’s not finished yet. It would be 
very beautiful; you can look forward to it.” Nox has a big mouth and could not keep 
secrets at all. 



Immediately, Estie pouted to protest. “Nox, didn’t we agree to not reveal it in advance?” 

Nox stuck out his tongue and made a face. 

This time, Byron and Rosalie were intrigued. Both of them looked forward to what the 
card would look like. 

“Alright then, thanks for your treat today! Estie is awesome!” 

Byron gave an order, and the family went to an authentic farm restaurant. The price was 
affordable, and the food was good. Estie’s earnings were enough to have a good meal. 

When they returned home after dinner, it was already eight or nine o’clock in the 
evening. 

The family entered the yard joyfully only to see Melody’s car parked in the yard. 

Melody stepped out at once, holding several shopping bags in her arms. She hollered. 
“Byron, Rosalie, you are back.” 

Byron frowned. His expression was unwelcoming. 

Rosalie did notice that Melody’s eyes were a little swollen. ‘ 

Did she cry?’ 

She felt no sympathy at all. She just took a look, then took Estie’s hand, ready to enter 
the hall. 

Estie called out when she saw her grandmother. “Grandma, what are you holding in 
your hand?” 

On the other hand, Lucian and Nox looked a little scared, and they could not help but 
hide behind Byron. 

Their reaction made Byron even colder. He picked up the boys, disregarded whatever 
his mother wanted to do, bypassed her and went straight into the hall. 

Melody was stunned. Her lips moved, but she could not speak. 

There were mixed feelings on her face. She halted for a while, continued smiling, turned 
around, and followed them into the hall. 

Her smile was awkward. 



“Byron, Rosalie, I bought some gifts for Lucian and Nox. Winter is coming soon, and 
they are growing fast, so it’s time to change their clothes. Of course, there are also 
some hand-made toys, which I don’t really understand either. I wonder if they would like 
it or not?” 

Melody’s soft tone was quite different from her previous image. She even sounded 
mildly pitiful. 
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Byron pretended not to hear. He drank his tea and looked at the work items on his 
mobile phone. 

Lucian and Nox heard that it was for them. They could not help but look at each other, 
then looked at Mommy. 

They could not figure it out. A while ago, Grandma was cold to them, saying that they 
were not Daddy’s children. Now she wanted to give them clothes and toys. 

Estie was curious, walked over, and asked, “Grandma, you bought these for my 
brothers, don’t you have mine?” 

Melody was extremely embarrassed because only Estie responded to her. She quickly 
explained to Estie with a smile. “Today I went to a clothing store for boys. Grandma will 
get you something else another time, okay?” 

Estie nodded and asked again, “Grandma, are you willing to accept my two older 
brothers now? Have you noticed that they look more and more like Daddy?” 

A child’s words are often the simplest and true. 

In the past, Melody was never willing to admit the truth. 

Now that Estie said it, she could not help but take a closer look at Lucian and Nox. 

Indeed, they were starting to look more similar. The boys resembled Byron like a replica 
of when he was a boy, especially between the eyebrows. 



Melody smiled and beckoned to the two little ones again.” Come and try on the clothes 
to see if they fit.” 

The two children shook their heads in unison. “No, it’s okay. Mommy will get them for 
us. Thank you!” 

There was no title, just a direct rejection. 

Melody’s eyes turned misty. 

She still kept a slight smile. “Yes, your Mommy takes good care of you. I’m incompetent 
as a grandma! It’s my fault!” 

These words finally softened Rosalie’s heart. 

Immediately, she nodded to the two little ones. “Go, go and try on the new clothes 
Grandma bought for you. You must thank Grandma!” 

The two boys were a little surprised but nodded happily too. 

Byron was also slightly surprised and glanced at the little woman. 

However, after Rosalie finished speaking, she picked up Estie and prepared to go 
upstairs to bathe her. 

Melody froze for several seconds. She felt complicated as she looked at Rosalie’s back 
as the woman left. 

Rosalie’s idea was very simple. The kids would always be bonded by blood with 
Grandma because they are descendants of the Lawrence family. No matter what, there 
was no need to deliberately suppress it. 

Therefore, as long as Melody was willing to get close to the 

kids, it does not matter to her even if Melody would not accept her as a daughter-in-law. 

Melody came to her senses, quickly took out the clothes, and put them on for Lucian 
and Nox. She asked them if they liked it. 

“We love it, we love them all. Thank you, Grandma!” 

“Yes, Grandma. This outfit looks very expensive at first glance. Thank you, Grandma!” 

Melody’s body trembled slightly at the way the boys called out to her. She recalled 
everything she had done before and felt a complete burst of regret in her heart. 



The children’s gaze was so innocent and blemish-free. 

She was suffocating with guilt as her eyes turned red. 

Byron did not say anything. He just told Lucian and Nox,” Daddy is going to the study. 
You boys take a shower and sleep on time later!” 

The two little ones nodded in agreement and began to wonder what DIY action figure 
Grandma got for them. 

“Oh my goodness, Nox, look! This is the first edition action figure! Grandma, where did 
you get it? I’ve been looking for it for a long time, but I can’t find it!” 

“Brother, look at this one. Grandma also bought a superhero figure. This is also a 
collector’s item, hard to get! Grandma, thank you so much!” 

There are many boxes of toy figures. The two little ones 

exclaimed every time they picked up a set as if they had discovered a strange planet. 

Suddenly, their happy cheers made Melody feel a lot easier. 

She made too many mistakes. This would take a long time to make amends. 
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“Byron, Rosalie, I’ll go home first. I’ll come back another day to see the kids!” 

Byron was in the study, while Rosalie was in the bathroom. Melody walked to the 
second floor and yelled out. 

After a few seconds, no one responded. 

A wry smile appeared on the corner of Melody’s mouth. This was what she deserved. 

Unexpectedly, Rosalie had just washed Estie’s hair. She wiped her hands and ran out 
to the yard. 



“Auntie Melody, drive carefully at night! Next time you come, you can take Lucian and 
Nox out for fun.” Rosalie was not just being polite; her eyes were sincere. 

Melody froze for a moment. She nodded and responded with a smile. “Okay, then I’ll 
come back next time.” 

After sending Melody away, Rosalie went back to the second floor to prepare towels 
and clothes for Lucian and Nox. 

The man came out of the study room, reached out, and wiped the sweat off Rosalie’s 
forehead. “Honey, you’ve worked hard!” 

“No big deal, I’m only helping Estie take a bath. Once Estie gets older, she wouldn’t let 
me help. There aren’t many chances now!” 

“No, I’m talking about my mother. Thank you for being so polite to her. ” 

At this moment, Byron’s eyes were deep like a bright starry sky, attracting Rosalie’s 
gaze. 

“To be honest, I still can’t forgive her in my heart. However, she is good to the kids, so I 
must be a good example for the kids. Perhaps, there is still a chance. Maybe in the 
future, she will be a great mother-in-law!” 

Rosalie had spoken her mind. 

Byron grabbed her waist and hugged her tightly. 

“Daddy, Mommy, you guys are hugging secretly again. I want it too; I want it too!” 
Estie’s childish voice came out, and she squeezed herself between them. 

Melody returned home to the Lawrence Family Mansion. 

Benedict had just come back from tea and chess with friends as well. He heard the 
housekeeper say that Madam went to visit the kids. Benedict felt somewhat relieved. 

‘My wife isn’t ill-natured. She just has a difficult personality, is narrow-minded and 
stubborn!’ 

This was more or less his responsibility. He did not stand up to his wife’s shortcomings, 
which caused her not to correct them, which eventually spiraled out of control. 

“Have you seen the kids? Have you apologized to them?” Benedict raised his eyes and 
saw that his wife seemed to have calmed down. 



Melody nodded. “I met them. Thanks to Luther this time, Lucian and Nox both like the 
toy figure I bought.” 

Melody told her husband what happened. 

Finally, she sat quietly, waiting for her husband to throw a blow or make a mockery of 
her. 

However, Benedict did none of that. Instead, his eyes were soft as he smiled slightly, 
“Tomorrow, I will go to our son to intercede and ask him not to send you to Europe. 
However, you must change your ways in the future. You have hurt Rosalie greatly. It 
wouldn’t be easy to obtain her complete forgiveness. Do you have that patience?” 

Melody was stunned and did not answer for a long time. 

Then, she spoke suddenly, with tenderness in her eyes. “I realized that my temper is 
really horrible, and you have always tolerated me over the years. Thank you, darling!” 

Benedict did not say a word but stretched out his hand towards her. Both their hands 
firmly grasped each other. 

At this time, a car suddenly came to the yard. Once the engine turned off, Chloe’s voice 
was heard. 

“Uncle Benedict, Auntie Melody, I’m here. My parents just came back from their 
hometown and brought some local products, which they told me to give to you.” Chloe 
opened the trunk of the car and walked in with many things. 

Benedict got up and went to receive her, but there was a thoughtful look in his eyes. 

‘It’s late at night, this girl suddenly found an excuse to come over, maybe there is 
something wrong?’ 

Melody’s eyes were a little swollen. She was worried that Chloe would notice, so she 
responded with a smile. “It’s not safe to drive here at night, you could’ve dropped it off 
tomorrow. What a coincidence, I was about to put on a face mask.” 

With that, she turned around and entered the room. When she came out again, the 
facial mask covered everything. 
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